[Genetic polymorphism and outcome in acute lymphoblastic leukaemia of childhood].
Current treatment strategies of leukaemia use risk factors existing at the time of diagnosis to establish risk-adapted therapy. This approach currently results in overall 95% rate of complete remission in paediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). However, as many as 30% of patients suffer from relapse and majority of children with ALL is profoundly affected by toxicity of anticancer drugs. In our study the probability of event free survival in children presenting with normal blast karyotype and treated according to BFM 90 protocol was 75%. This suggests the existence of factors independent from leukaemia genetic background, which influences the outcome of patients with ALL. This review is focused on genetic and functional polymorphism of enzymes that have or may have the influence on metabolism of drugs included in treatment protocol for ALL in children. Basic enzymes of anticancer drug metabolic pathways are described and frequency of their polymorphisms in Caucasian population is discussed.